Presidential Palace Number Six
Baghdad, Iraq
Friday, April 12, 1991
The special messenger crisply saluted his president and placed the unsealed brown envelope on a low table near the door.  This message, as well as every other piece of correspondence meant for President Saddam Hussein, was carefully examined for explosives and poisons.  One could not be too careful these days.  Saddam felt especially grateful he had survived the unholy airborne bombardment the coalition forces had visited upon his country.  And now I must worry even more about rebellious Kurds and my own people trying to kill me, Saddam thought.  He dumped the report from the envelope onto the center of his desk, pulled a set of hated reading glasses from a drawer, and began to read the report from the head of the Archeology Department at Baghdad University.

Dear President Hussein,
Below is the translation of the document Colonel Assiri entrusted to our office.  Our task was to translate the text and determine its age.
Carbon dating of the paper upon which the document was written, as well as the ink used to prepare the text, indicated the text was produced in stages between approximately AD 1100 and 1450.  Examination of the personal items and other artifacts reportedly found with the text were also consistent with items produced in Europe and the Middle East during that time.
The text, which was written in Latin, purports to be the diary of a single individual covering a time-span of approximately 300 years.  The pattern and tone of the writing suggests it was written by an educated man, who apparently fled with his family from England to what is now Mosul to escape the Black Death.  As you may be aware, the Black Death or Plague is thought to have originated in China in about 1333, arriving on the shores of England in 1348.  Three additional outbreaks of the Plague occurred in England in 1361, 1374, and 1388.  Estimates suggest the country was depopulated by half between 1300 and 1400 and did not return to its pre-Plague population until 1630.
This department has made every effort to ensure the text was correctly translated into modern Arabic.  Our translation revealed a rather fantastical story involving long-living beings who can survive by ingesting the blood of humans.  Current convention would classify these beings as vampires.  It is the opinion of this office the author of the text was suffering from extreme mental illness.  The subject matter and the habit of the author to repeat information contained in earlier pages of the work further support this opinion.  A formal diagnosis would require the text be reviewed by a forensic psychologist.  We, of course, did not pursue this option owing to the sensitive nature of our task.
Per our orders, all notes and correspondence resulting from our translation and carbon dating have been destroyed, except for those attached to this report.  All information exchange regarding this project was handled by face-to-face contact, and the single copy of this report was produced by a manual typewriter, which has also been destroyed.  The original text and artifacts were returned to Colonel Assiri.
It has been our honor and pleasure to serve you.  Please do not hesitate to contact our office if we can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
Mohammed al-Faidi, PhD
Saddam ventured a rare smile at the contents of the cover letter.  The author’s reaction to the translation was just what Saddam wanted.  Let people continue to dismiss the existence of vampires until it was too late.  If he could make use of the bodies that had been found with the text, he could exact a horrible vengeance against the Americans and their puppet allies who had caused him so much trouble.
Impatient as ever, Saddam flipped to the last few pages of the translation to see how the vampires’ lives had ended.

Mosul, Iraq [formerly Assyria]
April 6, 1390
I fear the age of our kind is coming to an end.  The scourge of the Black Death has affected us more than we had thought possible.  Even our migration south to this godforsaken land has not had the desired result.  We have had no contact with any of our kind in over three years.
Our vexation began forty-two years ago with the appearance of the pestilence in Southampton.  How it got there we do not know.  The human population began dying at a heretofore unheard of rate. People would be healthy one day and dead the next.  The flood of blackened and pain-twisted bodies was more than the government could handle.  Priests and doctors were particularly hard hit owing to their contact with the sick and dying.  Entire families perished and rotted before they could be buried.  Few received a proper burial; most were consigned to mass graves in hastily consecrated ground.
Other plagues and outbreaks had occurred many times before and our people suffered little.  In fact, the sicknesses allowed us to hunt more freely because the deaths caused by our need went unnoticed, as long as we were careful in our bleeding of the bodies.  And careful we were.  As time passed, fewer and fewer people believed of our existence, but there were always a vocal few who could rouse the populace against us if our hunting became too pronounced.
These recent outbreaks may yet bring us to our final deaths.  The blood of the infected has mixed with ours and taken hold within us.  We do not display the grotesque symptoms of our prey, but we are gradually growing weaker and have become more vulnerable to illness and injury.  Only last night, dear Henry lost the lower part of his right arm to a sword-wielding nomad who had the misfortune of crossing his path.  Henry was still able to make his kill, but I fear he may come to his final death if the severed arm does not fully remeld to his body.
My lovely Mary, wife to me for over two hundred years, is now gravely ill.  The child she carries in her body seems to be healthy and active, but it is taking a toll on its host.  I do my best to bring her untainted humans to feed upon, but it makes less and less difference to her health.  I would cut the child from her body if I did not believe my actions would cause her further harm.  Then too, Mary would not forgive me for hurting one of our children.
I wish I could have convinced Francis and Phillip to join us in our escape from London, but all of my entreaties failed.  I suppose being born into our life gave them a sense of invulnerability those of us who were turned lacked.  They have always been fatalistic about what may come and seem to view the affliction as God’s punishment upon an unworthy world.  This is a strange outlook for our kind, given we are forbidden entry into Heaven.

Mosul, Iraq
April 10, 1390
My dear Henry has experienced his final death.  His severed arm never fully healed, and he bled to death in the night.  How I will break the news to his mother I do not know.  She is still weak, and I feel the shock of his death may do much damage.  He was her favorite, after all, barely thirty, and still very childlike despite his mature stature.  I cannot bear the thought of burning his body as our enemies often do when they succeed in bringing one of us down.  I have sequestered him in a remote chamber of our home.  The cool, dry air found below ground in this climate should delay his corruption until my strength returns, and I can properly attend to him.

Mosul, Iraq
April 15, 1390
I am now alone.  Mary and our unborn child met their end four days ago.  I could not bring myself to write about it until now.
I knew she was leaving me, despite her desire to survive the remaining few weeks until our child was born.  Her final reserve of strength abandoned her so quickly the child inside her was still alive when she passed.  The infant seemed to sense its own demise and almost tore itself from Mary’s womb, before it, too, met whatever fate awaits our kind at the end.  I was tempted to free the child myself, but to what end?  My own final death is upon me, so who would care for the child?  No human could feed or raise it, even if they were so inclined.  Better a quick death than a slow and lonely one.
My own end is fast approaching.  In that regard, I have barricaded myself in our home to await my final death.  I removed all evidence from the surface of what will become my family’s tomb.
May God have mercy upon our souls for the way we lived after we were turned.
Saddam flipped the report closed with a nod of satisfaction and jammed his finger upon the intercom button, “Have Colonel Assiri report to me at once.”
“Yes, Mr. President,” replied his secretary.
******
“You sent for me, Cousin?” Assiri asked after being ushered into the room.  It was a sign of Saddam’s trust Assiri did not have to surrender his sidearm, as most others did.
“I have some work for you.  The services of the individuals who worked on the Mosul excavation are no longer required.”
“Of course, Cousin, are we making an example of these people?”
“No.  In fact, I would prefer it if their deaths looked like an accident.”
Assiri nodded, turned on his heel and left the room, already contemplating how he would complete his latest tasking.



